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Subatomic proof systems [4] represent atoms as non-commutative self-dual connectives. As a con-
sequence of this choice, it is possible to adopt a unique shape that is able to generate all the standard
inference rules. In fact, a wide class of logics including classical, MALL and BV admit subatomic proof
systems. In [4], simple sufficient conditions are determined for subatomic systems to enjoy generalized
cut elimination theorems. Indeed, subatomic systems seem to provide a good level of abstraction for the
study of cut elimination in a general rather than ad-hoc manner.

Given a language with connectives α,β, we define the shape of the rules as follows:

(A β B) α (C β̂ D)
αβ̂

(A α C) β (B α D)

(A β B) α (C β D)
βα̌

(A α C) β (B α̌ D)

Consider the two rules above: we call them the up (αβ̂) and the down (βα̌) rules. In the case of classical
subatomic formulae, we fix ∧̂ = ∨̂ = ∧ and ∧̌ = ∨̌ = ∨. This notation relates two dual connectives, assigning
a stronger .̂ and weaker .̌ of the pair. Thus, we can express, for example, the switch rule of system
SKS [1] for classical logic in subatomic form as ∨∧̌:

(A ∨B) ∧ (C ∨D)
∨∧̌

(A ∧C) ∨ (B ∧̌ D)
≡

(A ∨B) ∧ (C ∨D)
∨∧̌

(A ∧C) ∨ (B ∨D)

Subatomic languages consider propositional atoms a as terms (0 a 1), and dually ā as (1 a 0). The
new connective a is self-dual, and we fix â = ǎ = a. The set of rules {∨∧̌,∨ǎ,∧ǎ,∧∨̌,∨∨̌} and their duals
{∧∨̂,∧â,∨â,∨∧̂,∧∧̂} define the subatomic system SKSsa for classical logic. This system was introduced
in [4], where it is called SAKS. Note how the non-linear rules of system SKS for classical logic, contraction
and cut, can be embedded into the subatomic system as instances of certain rules. Working modulo some
unit equations, the correspondence is clear. For example, (0 ∧ 1) a (1 ∧ 0) = 0 a 0 = 0.

(0 a 1) ∨ (0 a 1)
∨â

(0 ∨ 0) a (1 ∨ 1)

a ∨ a

a

(0 a 1) ∧ (1 a 0)
∧â

(0 ∧ 1) a (1 ∧ 0)

a ∧ ā

0

(0 ∨ 1) a (1 ∨ 0)
∨ǎ

(0 a 1) ∨ (1 a 0)

1

a ∨ ā

(0 ∧ 0) a (1 ∧ 1)
∧ǎ

(0 a 1) ∧ (0 a 1)

a

a ∧ a

‘Nesting’ these new connectives – where one atom is contained within the scope of another, e.g.,
((0 a 1) b 0) – has not been fully explored. We start to do that here, and in the case of classical logic
we propose a natural semantics for such formulae given by decision trees (DTs). Further, we define and
investigate the proof system DTsa, given by taking all possible rules of the given shape for the connectives
of (subatomic) classical logic. It is a ‘completion’ of the subatomic system for classical logic, SKSsa, and
is indeed a conservative extension of classical logic. In particular, DTsa has no restriction on nesting and
thus allows us to make inferences about DTs.

We show this system to be complete with respect to the expected DT semantics. We also have a
novel and exceedingly simple proof of cut elimination, an example of which is detailed in this abstract.
It is striking that the subatomic methodology leads directly to the discovery of such a proof system.

Decision Trees and Semantics of Subatomic Formulae

A decision tree is a data structure that forms the basis of many modern, efficient implementations of
boolean functions [5]. It is a binary tree of conditionals, where each node is labelled by a boolean variable,
and each leaf a unit 0 or 1. An example of a DT is given by the abstract syntax tree of a formula such
as ((0 a 1) b (1 c (0 b 1))). Intuitively, we can read the DT represented by A a B as ‘if a then B, else
A’.

Suppose we wish to prove that two DTs represent the same function. In what follows, we detail an
approach which enriches the language of DTs with propositional connectives ∧ and ∨, in order to be able



to express implication between formulae, as well as gaining access to the proof compression mechanisms
of contraction and cut.

We fix our set of subatomic classical formulae, equipped with an involution .̄ and given by:

A,B,C,D ∶∶= 0 ∣ 1 ∣ (A a B) ∣ (A ∧B) ∣ (A ∨B)

A ∧B = A ∨B A ∨B = A ∧B A a B = A a B 0 = 1 1 = 0

where a ∈ A is drawn from a countable set of variables. Commutativity and associativity of ∧ and ∨ are
handled by inference rules of the subatomic shape. We take as equalities on these formulae the linear1

unit equations of classical logic, plus 0 = 0 a 0 and 1 = 1 a 1 for every variable a ∈ A.
For any assignment of boolean values to variables given by a function X ∶A → {0,1}, we can define

the semantics of subatomic classical formulae via a function J−KX as follows:

J0KX = 0 J1KX = 1 JA ∧BKX = JAKX ∧ JBKX JA ∨BKX = JAKX ∨ JBKX

JA a BKX =

⎧⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎩

JAKX if X(a) = 0

JBKX if X(a) = 1

There is a natural embedding of the formulae of propositional classical logic into this language, given
by substituting atoms a and ā for their corresponding DTs (0 a 1) and (1 a 0) respectively. Formulae
that involve ‘nesting’ of atoms are not in the image of this embedding. System SKSsa has a restricted
language, in which no nested atoms may appear. Thus, the system maintains a correspondence with the
more traditional system SKS for classical logic.

We consider as a cut on a any instance of the rule ∧â such that the premise is equal to (0 a 1)∧(1 a 0)
or (1 a 0)∧(0 a 1), and thus with conclusion equal to 0. These are exactly the inferences which correspond
to an atomic cut when interpreted in system SKS.

Deep Inference

Deep inference is the ability to apply inference rules arbitrarily deep within a formula [2]. Thus, deriva-
tions are composable horizontally by the same connectives as formulae, as well as in the usual vertical
manner.

In the following example, we prove ((0 a 1) a (0 b 1)) → (1 b (0 a 1)), i.e., (0 a 1) a (0 b 1) ∨

(1 b (0 a 1)). In particular, we take note of the cut (∧â) of (0 a 1) and (1 a 0). Rules labelled with =

are equations on formulae.

1

1

1 a 1

φ

1 a 0
=

0 ∨ (1 a 0)
a

1
=

1 ∨

0

ω1

1 b 0
∨ǎ

(0 a 1) ∨ ((1 a 0) a (1 b 0))

∧

1
=

1 ∨

0

ω2

1 b 0

a (0 ∨ 1)

∨ǎ

(1 a 0) ∨

(1 b 0) a
1

=

1 b 1
bǎ

1 a 1
=

1
b (0 a 1)

∨∧̌

(0 a 1) ∧ (1 a 0)
∧â

(0 ∧ 1) a (1 ∧ 0)
∨ (((1 a 0) a (1 b 0)) ∨ (1 b (0 a 1)))

=

((1 a 0) a (1 b 0)) ∨ (1 b (0 a 1))

(1)

1In particular, this means that we take A = A∨ 0 and A = A∧ 1, but not the equations A∧ 0 = 0 or A∨ 1 = 1 in general.



The derivation φ used in this proof, from 1 a 1 to (1 a 0) a 1, is an instance of the DT-weakening
construction, which we omit details of in this abstract. Briefly, in DTs such as (A a B) a C, there is
semantically irrelevant information – the truth of the formula does not depend on B. A DT-weakening
can be used to derive (A a B) a C from A a C. The ‘traditional’ weakenings such as ω1 or ω2 can be
derived using certain applications of inference rules to units.

The red elements are those that are in the right projection of a. This is defined on formulae by
replacing every subformula of the form A a B with B. The left projection is defined analogously. The
obvious extension of this definition to derivations is well-defined, with any inference rules that are broken
easily fixed. For example, the highlighting above shows the right projection of the derivation indeed gives
a valid subproof, and this is the case in general. We will use projections of derivations later, in the proof
of cut elimination.

A Proof System for Decision Trees

We define our subatomic proof system for DTs, which we call DTsa, as the set of all possible up (αβ̂)
and down (βα̌) rules for α,β ∈ {∧,∨} ∪A. The full set of down rules is:

(A ∨B) ∨ (C ∨D)
∨∨̌

(A ∨C) ∨ (B ∨D)

(A ∧B) ∨ (C ∧D)
∧∨̌

(A ∨C) ∧ (B ∨D)

(A a B) ∨ (C a D)
a∨̌

(A ∨C) a (B ∨D)

(A ∨B) ∧ (C ∨D)
∨∧̌

(A ∧C) ∨ (B ∨D)

(A ∧B) ∧ (C ∧D)
∧∧̌

(A ∧C) ∧ (B ∨D)

(A a B) ∧ (C a D)
a∧̌

(A ∧C) a (B ∨D)

(A ∨B) a (C ∨D)
∨ǎ

(A a C) ∨ (B a D)

(A ∧B) a (C ∧D)
∧ǎ

(A a C) ∧ (B a D)

(A a B) b (C a D)
ab̌

(A b C) a (B b D)

Some of these are admissible, or even derivable, for system SKSsa, for example a∧̌ and ∧∧̌. The rules
given below are the dual set to those above – that is, they are all the up rules of the system. Some
self-dual rules such as ab̌ and ∧∨̌ are included in both the up and down sets.

(A ∧B) ∧ (C ∧D)
∧∧̂

(A ∧C) ∧ (B ∧D)

(A ∧B) ∨ (C ∧D)
∨∧̂

(A ∨C) ∧ (B ∨D)

(A ∧B) a (C ∧D)
a∧̂

(A a C) ∧ (B a D)

(A ∨B) ∧ (C ∧D)
∧∨̂

(A ∧C) ∨ (B ∧D)

(A ∨B) ∨ (C ∧D)
∨∨̂

(A ∨C) ∨ (B ∨D)

(A ∨B) a (C ∧D)
a∨̂

(A a C) ∨ (B a D)

(A a B) ∧ (C a D)
∧â

(A ∧C) a (B ∧D)

(A a B) ∨ (C a D)
∨â

(A ∨C) a (B ∨D)

(A b B) a (C b D)
ab̂

(A a C) b (B a D)

We can prove completeness of system DTsa relative to the semantics J−K given above. There exist
cut-free derivations within the system between A a B and (A∧(1 a 0)∨((0 a 1)∧B), in both directions.
Thus, we can reduce the proof of completeness to that of subatomic system SKSsa for classical logic,
which is known.

Cut Elimination

There are several notable cut-free derivations available in the system. We will mention three construc-
tions, the derivations of which are left as easy exercises; here we use la and ra to denote the left and
right projections on a, as discussed earlier.

A a A

A

,

A a C

(A a B) a C

laA a raA

A

The first is a novel type of generalized contraction, a construction in [4] which forms the basis of the
generalized decomposition procedure (i.e., the first half of the cut elimination theorem). The second
construction is a DT-weakening, an instance of which was used in our earlier example (1). The third



construction can be easily obtained with the help of the first two and is useful for cut elimination. This
derivation reorders formulae so that a particular connective, in this case a, is at the top.

Again, we use la and ra to denote left and right projections on a. In particular, a projection on a
can be applied to a proof, resulting in a new proof which does not contain any instances of a, and thus
contains no cuts on a. Using these projections and the third construction discussed above, assuming we
have some proof φ of a formula A, we can construct the following:

1
=

1

laφ

laA

a

1

raφ

raA

A

Iterating this process for each a thus yields a proof with no cuts. The next figure shows an example,
where we take φ to be the proof we presented earlier in (1). In the example, the derivation ψ is a DT-
weakening. The green and red boxes denote the left and right projections respectively, and in particular
the red box in the example corresponds to the highlighted subproof of (1).

1
=

(0 ∨ 1) ∧ 1 ∨

0

ω2

1 b 0
∨∧̌

(0 ∧ 1) ∨ (1 ∨ (1 b 0))
=

1 ∨ (1 b 0)

a

1 ∨

0

ω1

1 b 0

∧ (0 ∨ (1 b 1))

∨∧̌

(1 ∧ 0) ∨ ((1 b 0) ∨ (1 b 1))
=

(1 b 0) ∨ (1 b 1)
∨ǎ

1 a (1 b 0)

ψ

(1 a 0) a (1 b 0)

∨

(1 b 0) a (1 b 1)
bǎ

1 a 1
=

1
b (0 a 1)

This is strikingly simple. Further, this construction could be the basis of canonical analytic forms for
proofs – under certain suitable equivalences. The proof is similar in this way to the ‘experiments method’
for system SKS [3].

It is natural to ask if the generalization of the subatomic language which makes the representation of
DTs possible can be applied in the case of logics other than classical. We claim that system SKSsa∪{ab̂}
is a sensible extension of classical logic. A subset of the rules of SKSsa gives a proof system for MLL,
and it is natural to ask if MLL∪{ab̂} might itself be a sensible proof system – and, more generally, if we
can apply the same extension to proof systems for MALL and BV. These questions are left for future
research.
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